
PORTNET : SW of the future 
Towards an open innovation ecosystem 

for international trade in Morocco



PortNet: Foreign trade logistics chain integration tool

With PortNet, the integration of the supply chain is gradually becoming a reality thanks to the elimination of the 
aforementioned constraints and the interconnection of all players around the electronic single window.



PortNet is a tool that is specific to the Moroccan Government which aims at implementing several sectoral
strategies to improve the business climate, trade, port and logistics competitiveness as well as the generalization
and the Innovation of e-gov services.
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Open innovation: a way to rapidly access the future

Enhance your vision with new expertise and new ways of thinking

Increase the speed and flexibility of innovation

Sharing new resources, investments and costs

Extend value capture and diversify the offering by co-developing  new 
solutions



Open innovation: key to accelerate the 
digitalization of the ecosystem01



Like all sectors still in the process of digitalization: information 
asymmetry is still the key pain point in international trade
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Become an innovation
and trade hub in Africa:

strengthen the influence
of Morocco in Africa
(sharing technological
advancement and best
practices, leading players
with an open innovation
approach, providing
services for other African
Port Community
Systems, fostering the
innovation and
connectivity in Africa)

The best Port
Community Systems:

Include an Open
Innovation strategy at the
core of their development
models (connection
between startups and
corporates, service
marketplace, etc.).

Necessary to quickly
connect with
international trade
players:

An API system offered by
Portnet (on-demand
services) to easily
interface with digital and
traditional champions of
international trade.

A catalyst for national
innovation:

Allows the emergence of
Moroccan champions
through the provision of
Portnet services, which
will contribute to digitize
the actors of the national
trade sector

Open innovation makes it possible to build a systemic response 

that tackles the challenges of the Moroccan trade ecosystem



A leverage for transformation that benefits 
everyone02



An advantageous mechanism for each of the stakeholders

Public sector
Accelerate the adoption of digital services and uses

Start-ups
Make themselves visible to local and foreign investors and grow 
faster

Corporates and large firms
Take advantage of new levers of innovation to expand their range of 
products and services

Universities and academic 
institutions
Multiply the bridges with the national and international trade 
community to improve their training offers



PORTNET, the catalyst for the open innovation 03



PORTNET is the natural orchestrator of the ecosystem and already 

fulfills the main associated missions
1. Single entry point for all 

types of the moroccan 
trade actors

2. Initiate continuously 
discussions with partners to 

collect needs and 
expectations

4. Communicate on the 
international level on the progress 

of the National trade sector

3. Give visibility to Moroccan 
and international innovators



A platform to accelerate the transition04



Two pillars come together in one platform with a double value 

proposition for involved stakeholders

21

ANIMATION OF THE ECOSYSTEM MARKETPLACE
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Portnet’s API Strategy05



Portnet’s API Strategy
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First for Portnet, to launch new services on a large scale

Get out of the monolith 
architecture…

Implementing Web APIs will make it 
possible to gradually abandon the 
monolithic architecture. Each service will 
be able to evolve independently.

API

For others

For all

For us

… to quickly launch new services

The APIsation of unitary services also 
makes it possible to easily create new 
paths internally and externally (its 
ecosystem). 

ex: Integration of external payment 
solutions

API for Portnet



Accelerate the digitalization of the ecosystem by going through the 
others…

The adoption of standard 
technology…

Opening the system using 
standard technologies. 

Rationalize exchange technologies 
and protocols.

Simplify interactions.

… to create a local digital 
ecosystem….

Enable local entrepreneurs to 
create new solutions with new 
customer experiences.

…. and facilitate the 
development of new 
services.

Facilitate the 
implementation of new 
functionalities, new uses and 
new interfaces by 
composing services between 
them or by consuming new 
external services.

API

For others

For all

For us

API for others



Finally for all, in order to convey the point of view of a transition to 
integrated international trade.

Share it know-how….

Be a leader in the implementation of APIs within the 
sector.

API

For others

For all

For us

API for all

...and easier access to 
technical resources.

It is easier to find developers to 
build or consume them, at Portnet 
or its partners.



An encouraging start06



Already some existing initiatives...

Engaged partners

- Port authority
- Banks
- Logistics Operators
- Port Operators 
- Incubators/ accelerators
- Universities

Align SolveLead

ANIMATION MARKETPLACE

- Thematic Webinars
- Call for projects/ 
hackatons ANP

- Spontaneaous 
requests from the 
community

- Experts Platform - Implementation of various innovative 
services : 

1. Tradesense
2. Tradedirect
3. Joint subscription
4. multi-channel Payment

For more modern, secure and 
accessible digital services 

API Strategy 



The 3 challenges to prepare for

CONVINCING THE 
PARTNERS

1

The challenge will be to

accustom the community

to adopt open innovation

approach and to convince

many partners to join the

ecosystem.

ENSURING THE BALANCE 
OF INTERESTS

2

Portnet will seek to
ensure a balance
between the profits of
each of the stakeholders,
large firms as well as the
small companies. In order
to maintain a healthy and
sustainable ecosystem, it
will be essential that each
member of the
ecosystem, and in
particular start-ups, find
an interest in maintaining
their participation and
engagement.

GOING TO THE INDUSTRIAL 
SCALE

3

Once the projects are
initiated and the
feasibility verified, it will
be a matter of scaling up
the proposals and
entering an
industrialization phase.
Thus, a team dedicated to
supporting companies in
this process should be
created.St
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KPI’s : seeking operational efficiency07



Using business intelligence to improve performance

Analysis of the dwell time for a container at the port with PortNet
Business Intelligence tools



Using business intelligence to improve performance

The most imported Goods with a fairly long dwell time have been 
prioritized. Meetings were held with the various stakeholders , the 
bottlenecks were identified and recommendations were then 
published for the improvement of the various processes.



Using Data Science to predict some KPI’s

The use of historical data allows us to make predictions on the various 
indicators related to foreign trade.
A project currently being finalized will allow importers to have a vision 
of the next 6 or 12 months, allowing them to improve their decision 
making.
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